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Mathematics Placement
Columbia College places all students who have graduated high school within the past ten years into

transfer-level mathematics courses based on their high school GPA. Research shows that a student’s high

school GPA is the strongest indicator of their potential for success in freshman-level college mathematics

courses. Your high school GPA and graduation year are forwarded to the College from CCC Apply, the

statewide application tool for all community colleges, and students are automatically granted access to

certain transferable math courses based on those factors. Students over ten years removed from high

school need to complete the Guided Self-Placement for Mathematics to receive access to transferable

math courses. Students who have completed advanced courses in high school will need to complete the

Guided Self-Placement for Mathematics to receive placement into precalculus or calculus. However, all

students are encouraged to complete the Guided Self-Placement to learn which math class(es) are best

for them based on their major and background.

Guided Self-Placement for Mathematics

The Guided Self-Placement tool will navigate you through the remainder of the information on this page.

Read on to learn how it works and understand the options!

The mathematics you will need to be successful in college and in your career varies considerably based

on your Program of Study (aka “major”). Columbia College offers at least one math class for each Program

of Study as outlined below. Our counselors are standing by to assist you in this decision. If you need

help, call (209) 588-5109 to make an appointment with a counselor, email cccounseling@yosemite.edu, or

visit the Counseling webpage for more information.

Two Key Decisions

Math courses fall into two groups – the calculus track designed for STEM (Science, Technology,

Engineering, and Mathematics) students, and the other freshman-level courses for general education and

speci�c majors.

1) Are you a STEM major or not?

Math: Which Math Class Should I Start
With?
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2) Do you need extra support to succeed in Statistics? Answer by selecting the phrase below that
resonates with you the most:

Note: If you are pursuing an AA or AS Degree and not intending to transfer, then you may instead

complete MATH104 – Algebra II at Columbia College to meet your mathematics general education

requirement. However, many students �nd greater success in liberal arts math or statistics than they do

with the high school algebra concepts in Math 104 that they didn’t enjoy or thrive in during high school.

We recommend that you talk with a counselor about the pros and cons of taking MATH104 – Algebra II at

Columbia College.

Recommendations Based on Programs of Study

Review the speci�c majors within each of these categories by referring to the Programs of Study listing in

the left column of this online catalog. 

For Programs of Study in these areas, take (MATH2 – Statistics) or (MATH2&122 – Statistics with

Support)

For Programs of Study in these areas, take (MATH6 – Math for Liberal Arts) or (MATH2 – Statistics) or
(MATH2&122 – Statistics with Support)

If you are a STEM major, then in high school or college you need to complete MATH8-Trigonometry,

MATH16-Precalculus, MATH18A-Calculus I, and beyond. You just need to pick up where you left off in

the sequence and proceed. See the bottom of this page for more speci�c guidance for STEM Majors.

•

If you are not a STEM major, the speci�c math class you should take depends on which type of major

you are pursuing. Statistics is required most often. In statistics, you will learn how to use and

interpret data of interest to your �eld. The College offers two versions of statistics – one with and

one without extra support. This leads to the second decision, which only you can answer:

•

“I am comfortable with my high school algebra background and feel prepared to enter college-level
Statistics.” If this is you, then you should take MATH2 – Statistics.

•

“I struggled with math in high school. The MATH122 support course will give me extra time with my
instructor to work on the algebra skills I need to succeed in Statistics.” If this is you, take both MATH2 –

Statistics and MATH122 – Support for Statistics, which is referred to as “MATH2&122-Statistics with

Support” for brevity below.

•

Emergency Services•

Health Care•

Kinesiology & Athletics•

Social & Behavioral Sciences•

Arts & Humanities•

Auto & Welding Technology•

Culinary & Hospitality•

English & Communication Studies•
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G O C O L U M B I A . E D U  •  D I S A B I L I T Y  S E R V I C E S  •  Q U E S T I O N S  &  F E E D B A C K

Business & Entrepreneurship – Take (MATH2 – Statistics) or (MATH2&122 – Statistics with Support) or
(MATH12 – Finite Math). Many universities require business majors to take both statistics and �nite math.

Universities also expect business majors to have taken Intermediate Algebra or Integrated Math III. If you

struggled with math in high school, take MATH2 plus MATH122 �rst, then take MATH12.

Children & Teaching – Take (MATH4 – Math for Elementary School Teachers). This is required for

Elementary Teacher Education and recommended for Child Development and Early Childhood Education.

The latter two �elds have roots in social science and frequently uses statistics, so (MATH2 – Statistics) or
(MATH2&122 – Statistics with Support) are also choices to consider.

Forestry & Natural Resources – Take (MATH2 – Statistics) or (MATH2&122 – Statistics with Support) or
follow the STEM sequence below.  Almost all university programs in forestry and natural resources

require students to complete a statistics course. Some programs also require students to take a calculus

course. To do that at Columbia College, the only option is to follow the STEM pathway. However, other

institutions offer alternative calculus classes with fewer prerequisites that may be suf�cient for students

in this program of study. We recommend that you �rst enroll in MATH2-Statistics or MATH2&122-

Statistics with Support and confer with your counselor and program faculty about ful�lling additional

transfer requirements.

STEM Studies – If you are a Science, Technology, Engineering, or Math (STEM) major, you need to take

most of the courses in the calculus track. The speci�c course you start with depends on the last class you

passed in high school or at another college.

Undeclared/General Education – If, after looking through all these choices, you still are unsure which

class to take, all of the following math classes meet the general education requirements for Columbia

College, CSU transfer, and UC transfer. We suggest MATH2 – Statistics as the most universally applicable

course. We also suggest MATH6 – Math for Liberal Arts as the most approachable introductory course

in the list because it looks at the world of mathematics in very different ways. Follow your interests and

make a selection, then go for it. For some personal assistance, call (209) 588-5109 to make an

appointment with a counselor, email cccounseling@yosemite.edu, or visit the Counseling webpage

If you passed Algebra 2 or Intermediate Algebra or Integrated Math III – Take MATH8 – Trigonometry•

If you passed Trigonometry – Take MATH16 – Precalculus•

If you passed Precalculus – Take MATH 8A – Calculus I•

If you passed Calculus in high school, we recommend that you meet with a counselor to determine

whether to start with MATH18A – Calculus I or MATH18B – Calculus II.

•

MATH2 – Statistics or MATH2&122 – Statistics with Support•

MATH4 – Math for Elementary School Teachers•

MATH6 – Math for Liberal Arts•

MATH8 – Trigonometry•

MATH12 – Finite Math•
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